Press release
Aix-en-Provence, 12th February 2014

TIL TECHNOLOGIES announces the nomination of
Jean-Marc MESONA as CEO

TIL TECHNOLOGIES, French manufacturer in the electronic security industry, who
celebrated its 25th anniversary in 2013, announces a management reorganization.
Jean-Marc MESONA, co-founder of TIL TECHNOLOGIES together with MarieSolange BRISSE and Gines LINARES, will be replacing the latter as CEO.
Jean-Marc MESONA, “Arts et Métiers” Engineer, creator of the supervision
software MICRO-SESAME and former Technical Manager at
TIL
TECHNOLOGIES, will now be leading the company global operations and strategy.
Gines LINARES will continue his collaboration as Counselor in Prospective and
Innovation, entirely focusing on the design of a new product generation to take over
the current renowned range of products from TIL TECHNOLOGIES.
To successfully accomplish this process, it will be supported by a reorganization in the R&D teams. The new
organization will take place under the guidance of Laurent ROUYER, Product Manager at TIL
TECHNOLOGIES, and former collaborator of CEGELEC EVOLYNX.
Both the nomination and the reorganization processes represent significant milestones for TIL
TECHNOLOGIES, reinforcing the company focus on high-tech products for the electronic security market.
The company will also be ready to meet new challenges, such as developing the export activity or working
on a Quality certification project.

About TIL TECHNOLOGIES
Specialized in electronic security for buildings and facilities, TIL TECHNOLOGIES designs, manufactures
and commercializes software and hardware for access control, intrusion detection, video-monitoring and
facility management.
The TIL TECHNOLOGIES solutions have been implemented for many French companies (SNCF, LA
POSTE, EDF, AXA, DCN…), as well as on different prestigious buildings (The FIRST tower in La Défense in
Paris, the “Stade Vélodrome” in Marseille, the palace of Versailles…)
Independent society in steady growth, the company counts 75 collaborators -mainly engineers as well as
technical and security experts- all with a common company goal: Becoming the first French independent
manufacturer in electronic security and leader in sustainable protection.
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